


8 March 1966
Long Beach & Points East

Dear, Having recieved several "Family Grams" from you, we (the families), decided
it would only be fair to write one to you and let you get up to date on the
latest events from the home front.

To start off, we don't wont to seem greedy, but wheres all the Combat Pay ,
Family Seperation Allowance and the extra money from the tax cuts? ? ? ? ? ?
Assuming you didn't get it for October, to date you should have gotten 325
dollars for Combat Pay , and 180 dollars for Family Seperation Allowance. Also,
since you don't have to buy stamps, and you write three times a week, you
should have another $4.80, but we haven't seen any of it. We know you are

getting it because you forgot to cancel your subscriptions to Navy Times be-
fore you deployed, and you know how badly the kids need new cloths for summer camp.

Incidentally, you'll be happy to know that the Union Pawnshop is giving special
rates on portable tape recorders. It was such a good bargin we couldn't pass
it up. Oh yes, we alao bought a brand new set of dishes and glasses for the
diningroom.

We think you'll like the new color of the car - it's now a very pretty shade
of "FUSCAIA. We thought, since it had to be repainted anyway, it might as

well be a nice color. Don't worry about the cost — it was only $198.50.
The new grille radiator, and fender cost $170.00, which we think was a very
reasonable price, don't you ??

Did you know that the reckless driving fines have gone up again? It cost $32.50 for
only going the wrong way on a one-way street and we think that's very unfair.
After all, if they'd be more careful where they put their silly little signs, that sort of thing wouldn't happen.

The kids are all feeling fine, now that they are out of the hospital. The boy
got thrown out of school again, this time for putting a "pooh-pooh" cushion on
the Principal's chair. And the oldest daughter of your's -- she came in at 4
o'clock in the morning last night. We can't imagine what she's doing at that
time of night. When we were 14 we were always home by 10 o'clock.

You'll never guess who we ran into last week, remember that musician we use
to date before we married you? He's back in town again and he has the most
darling little apartment you'll ever see -- his pad, he calls it. Isn't that
cute? He's throwing a party that is supposed to last the whole weekend and
we've been invited -- isn't that exciting? He invited all the boys in his
band to it -- they're all a swell bunch -- we know you'll like them. Can you
imagine - not one of them is married?

It's been fun writing to you but we really have to run, the appointment at
the hairdresser's starts in 15 minutes.

Love and XX's
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SEPTEMBER MORN

(Or Ode to the Duty Toad at the Beach)

She snorts! And farts! And roars - she starts!
She wheeses and pants

Her stern starts to dance while her sides starts to get sopping wet.

She rumbles - She grumbles,
She frequently stumbles;

She groans and she sighs while the salt on her dries,
as she bumbles her way to the sea.
Her back is swayed, her top is frayed -

She suffers from jungle rot;
She sighs - flies die - the fish run away
And the seagulls all run from the bay.
Her round end wiggles - her pointed end jiggles,
She lets out a great big grunt; The water around her
seems almost to drown her - it reaches clear up to her
bosun locker.

The lovely lass (I'll admit she lacks class) is really
a sight devine; and tho' I'm aware where she's losing
her hair, I still say she's miine, all mine.
She plows straight ahead - and crabs drop dead -
as all her joints start to creak; She sighs content -
Not for a swim she went - But only to take a leak.------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------SLOTHOWER says that crippled crabs hop around on crotchs!------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Heard a rumor that the ISBELL is fast becoming the smallest
cruiser in the Pacific fleet.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We heard that some ET got to the top of the ladder of the bridge
not long ago with 11 cokes, when he spilled 81/2 of them. How
about it BARKER.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CUNNINGHAM seems pretty happy these days, could be because he
got out of WD division and into WA. WD division is happy now
and said WA could suffer for awhile.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

An insurance agent, trying to collect some bad debts, sent out the
following notice: "If you don't pay me what you owe me, I'll tell
your other creditors you did."------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Something odd was seen the other day JENKINS doing some work.----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Congradulations are in order to the following personnel who have just re-enlisted
for six years in the "combat zone".

S H O C K L E Y STG3 BRAZUSKAS STG5
RHODES F N J O N E S TMSN

W I S E FTG2 LLEWELLYN T M 3



HAPPY NEW YEAR 1966

from the STG's

Steaming as before, with section one
we wish we were in Olongapo, having fun
0'BYRNE, BLZZ and CRONAN are here
wishing we had an ice cold beer
CORNAN is the longest, BUZZ is next
O'Byrene gets out in sixty-six

Up in the Tonkin Gulf, at condition three
we are looking for a sub, so frantically
the sonar set is working fine
pingingg away, right on time
the U-Q-C is working best
no thanks to O'BYRNES P-M-S

Last time at this year, we were tied to a pier
the duty section at the Flot Club, having a beer
the reat of the crew on the beach having fun
not even thinking of good old section one
the CDO was scratching his crotch
he couldn't find no one to stand the mid-watch

This is a hell of a way to bring in a new year
with three hundred guys, and half of them queer
while we could be out in Belmont Shore
swapping spit with the gril next door
we all miss Toad Hall and the B.T.T.
and P.J. even misses the H.M.F.T.

The brownbaggers have all brought money orders
while their wives are at home shacking with the borders
the Marines in Pasadena are having fun we know
while the sufer's wife is out spending his dough
the wifes on the couch, their clothes they are few
they are all putting out for the boys in blue

You can't blame the wifes for not being true
the husbands are doing the same thing too
when you get home and find your wifes put on weight
you can bet it isn't from something she ate
so we close for now with this pleasant thought
your wifes given away what you have bought!

FISH

Rex LITTLE was seen flying his kite the other day from the signal bridge.
Wonder what he will be up to next?

Sign in optometrist's window: "If you don't see what you want, you've come
to the right place".
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It seems that ALL HANDS Magazine cannot find a defination for the term
"Bug-juice". We wish to say thanks to WILBUR , SN who has wrote PLAYBOY
Magazine to see if they can define it. All we need is $150.00 to get a life
time subscription to PLAYBOY and a PLAYMATE BUNNY will deliver it in person.
O'BYRNE, STG3 wants to get the subscription in his name. It seems that a

certain person aboard ISBELL has written PLAYBOY to see if she, the PLAYMATE,
will deliver the subscription while the ship is underway. That would be a real

w i n n e r ! !

Next time you ride in a Jeep-Ney watch out! Just ask some of our snipes what
they think of the Olongapo Jail? It isn't the most comfortable place in the
city and they don't have and cold San Miguel there either. I know Bob, you're
innocent!

Is it true that Larry B. ross, FTG3 is going to purchase a bum-boat when
we get to Hong Kong, if we ever get there. He said he is going to dis-assemble
it and store it in the Weapons Officer's stateroom. I wonder if the Weapons

Officer knows about this?? While we are on the subject of Hong Kong, it seems
the 1st LT is going to go over to Kouloon and do nothing but eat. Really now,
that will prove to be fattening!

We have Just received information from BRAZIL, SA concerning the grape
business in southern California. He says that the fruits are stilll the same,
and that there is a $25.00 fine for picking fruit out of season. If you don't
beleive D'SPONGE just ask BRAZIL.

There are still sme of the Officer's in the "'womb Broom" contest. We don't
know whether you womb the broom or sweep the womb or what?? Maybe someone will
explain it to us.

Some of the sonar seaman are getting a short-timers attitude. We have on
board, a tall STG3 that is getting short and making these STGSN's who think they
are short TURN TOO. Just look at the BT winch. Maybe the STG3 will get $6993.69
for grabbing six. Right now he is sweating the four month extension.

Is it true that REGNIER, GMG3 IS GOING to have a baby? Maybe he has been
having some extracurricular activities with someone.

What full LT (SWO) gave the doctor the finger at the beard judging contest?

SPONGE has heard a rumor that the XO thinks he getting short. We still
think that MR. BLAKELY has hhim beat by a few inches.

Words from chief quarters are: Chief crazy horse is taking out a course in
"Homemade targets made easy, for fun or profit or just plain points"
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Latest Elephant jokes by McGLOTHERN, FTG3: Do you know what is red, white
and grey? Answer: Campbells cream of Wlwphant soup.

Do you know how to make an Elephant float? Answer: two scoops of ice
cream, a 7-up and 1 Elephant.

When we humans reach the moon, we naturally hope that the creatures up
there will regard us as friendly, attractive, interesting - almost anything
but delicious.

Is it true that DONNAL SA can make the best coffee on the Mess Decks. We
heard that the only thing CARSON FTGSN can make is the Mess Decks Master At Arms.
While we are on the subject of coffee, they have a striker by the name of STEWART
SN who likes to make coffee with salt water. McDEW did that once before and he
was harrased by the Supply Department for quite a while.

It seems that the Weapons OPTAR for the fiscal year 1967 will be in the RED.
Most of the money for 1967 will be spent paying bills for 1966. The Weapons Off-
icer did the only thing to make up the deficit --- he put in for Viet Nam!

All the watchstanders in the MK 79 Director in section III are all dizy from
ENS THORSEN playing with the director so much.

Is it true that the ST's have a 22 year old baby in their mists. One of the
ST3's says his 4 year old sister acts older.

What has John R. WOOLSEY waiting for him in California? Why did he spend
$700.00 for a set of rings for some young lady back in the states? He has been
saving his money lately and has been seen hanging around the disbursing office
finding out how much a GMG3 over two years with a wife make. I wonder if the
wedding will be in Clearcreek Town Hall in Carbon County. If Carbon County re-
fuses , he can always go to Sanpete County. He can always go to Sanpete County
and have it with the elite!!! I'll teach you to write the Governor, you mountain
man.

Is it true the Day of Atonement commonly known as Yom Kippur, will be observed
in Radio Central vice the Bosun Locker? How about it MEHANA?

The Chaplain departed ISBELL for the EDSON last week via highline at 0200.
He was to give a sermon titled "HOW TO MAKE FRIENDS AND INFLUENCE PEOPLE", the
following day. We all hope he is having fun in Hong Kong. Mr. PRITCHARD has had
the most personnel at a Lay Leader Servioe. He had 11/while the Chaplain's lar-
gest group was 3! Of course, the majority of the personnel attending were from
the Damage Control Parrty and the service was held during G.Q..

The following personnel report to the Ship's Office for Career Counselling:
NORRIS GMGC SAUNDERS STC HARRIS RD1
MEDELBERG PN1 VOSS SKC ACKERSON T N

FERDINAND BM1I HORINE S T 1 M A D D E N SN
GILL QM1 LENTZ STGSN OLMSTEAD BT1
RATMAN SN C U S T I S SN STUART M M 1

REMEMBER: If you re-enlist in the "Combat Stone" to recieve ALL the BEMIFITSl
Do it now before it's to late. You will recieve a letter of commendation
from ComFishPac!



To: CNO, SECRETRY OF THE NAVYfROM: USS BERKELY (DDG-15)
Via: SCRIPTS-HOWARD NEWSPAPERSi

Subj: RECOMMENDATIONS FOR AWADS.

1. PRESIDENTIAL UNIT CITATION.
a. During initial and follow up phases of SAR incident in Tonkin Gulf on

the evening of 14 March 1966, USS BERKELEY (DDG-15) heroically withstood a concerted
attack by three seagulls forty-five miles of the NVN coast to provide a steady
tacan reference position for attack aircraft being vectored to the scene. She
maintained, her position despite steadily worsening weather until one seagull made
a sneaky low level attack on the bow, leaving shrapnel spread all over the fore-
castle. After the seagulls opened out to regroup for another attaok, BERKELEY
(with COMESRON 13 aboard) sped away from the scene of attack and proceeded to
SAR area. The officers and crew of BERKELEY their posts in accordance with the
highest traditions of the United States Navy.

2. NAVY CROSS
a. Commlanding Officer, USS BERKELEY (DDG-15). Despite the low visibility,

BERKELEY roared into the SAR area, coming within four miles of the hostile coast.
Upon receiving reports of a skeet shooting contest being held on the beach, CO,
USS BEREKELYl skillfully maneuvered his ship at thirty-two knots to bring mount
fifty-two to bear on the target. Refusing to be shaken, he calmly maintained
his course despite two phantom radar contacts that threatened his vessel.

3. DISTINGUlSHED SERVICE MEDAL.
a. Commodore, Destroyer Squadron Thirteen, in an unprecedented maneuver,

COMDESRON 13, (embarked in BERKELEY), proceeded to "throw away the book", in a
potentially disastrous situation. Realizing the NVN shore batteries would be

expecting a coordinated shore bombardment attack (or maybe they would not), he successfully outthought the enemy. By waiting until the last possible moment

before making any descisions, he denied the enemy any prior information concerning
his intentions, At the last possible moment, he cunningly ordered USS ARNOLD J.
ISBElL, (DD-869), to do the exact opposite of what he wanted them to do, thereby
splitting his forces and completely confusing the enemy as to his intentions.
After successfully confusing the shore batteries he ordered his flagship to sea
ward steadfastly maintained his course to the night steaming area, refusing to be
diverted by a gun battle taking place five miles to the south. After all, if the
ISBELL had followed his orders closely, they would not have done what he told them
to do, and they would not have gotten themselves into such a mess*

4. DISTINGUISHED SERVICE MEDAL.
a. Operations Officer, USS BERKELEY (DDG-15). Despite many harrowing near

misses, (some shell splashes were reported to be within one thousand yards), OPS
officer, USS BERKELEY bravely continued to man his station in the ship's office,
writing a factual, blow by blow account of the action. His actions were in accor-
dance with the traditions set forth by LCP Lewellyn P. GRONK, who composed the
Marine's battle song while residing in the Yerba Buena brig during battalion
landing exercise at Camp Pendleton.
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FOR RELEASE TO AP, UPI, AND THE L.A.TIMES

1. The following received for immediatly release to MEDIA as news spot: Tonkin
Gulf 1418l64 - - quote having responede to a "mayday" from an air force F4C Phantom
II downed by enemy fire over NVN just west of Hon Me Island. The Long Beach based
Destroyer USS BERKELEY (DDG-15), without the aid of a net and with COMDESRON 13
aboard, raced at 30 knotts to the scene with the USS ARNOLD J. ISBell (DD-869)
flanking at 32 knots. While the ISBELL waited to seaward between Hon Me island
and the NVN coast, BERKELEY with COMDESRON 13 aboard, raced to withiin two (2)
milea of the NVN coastline and was taken under fire by the Viet Cong. BERKELEY,
with COMDESRON 13 aboard, immediately returned the fire with her twin automatic
5"/54's thereby silencing some to the small arms fire being directed at her from
nearby junks then tumed her guns to the numerous shore batteries that, by this
time, were straddlin her, and COMDESRON 13, with intensive mortar and five inch
projectiles, during the twouty-two (22) minute battle BERKELEY, DESRON 13 aboard
fired and unbelievable total of 60 sixty six (66) rounds of high explosive
projectiles while maneuvering at high speeds through dangerously narrow waters,
which presented a difficult target for the VC gunners, and retired with guns
smoking thus ending the engagement to rejoin the USS ARNOLD J. ISBELL, who was
almost out of the radio range by this time, to proceed back to the safety of
open waters and closing the incident, with COMDESRON 13 aboard.

THIS NEWSPAPER IS EDITED BY THE CHAPLAIN

PROOOFED READ! BY CARSON
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